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It was a beautiful, sunny, 950 F day in mid-March when BD editors ventured into the vast sand-laden  desert to visit the
photovoltaic SolarMine Project in the ChevronTexaco oil fields outside of the small town of Fellows near Bakersfield, California.
We arrived early and our tour guide Hermann Ng, engineer for the project, had not yet arrived.  Although we could see the solar
panels, the area looked deserted.  Were the solar panels operating?  Why wasn’t there more activity at the site?

Hermann arrived shortly, and we soon learned that not only were the solar panels
working, they were functioning above expectation and providing constant daytime
electricity to the oil fields, equivalent electricity to power 200 to 250 homes.   What
we were seeing were 4800 UNI-SOLAR lightweight and rugged 128 Watt south-
facing modules located on 62  sturdy ground mounts on a six acre site adjacent to
the Chevron/Texaco Pipeline Delivery Station 31.  The panels were fully operational,
creating power from the sun’s energy with no pollution in noise and without adding
contaminants to
the air, land or
water.

Project
            Inception

In the late 1990s,
it was Frank
I n g r a s e l l i ,
President of
T e x a c o
Te c h n o l o g y
Ventures, and
his team who
e n v i s i o n e d
using a clean
energy source to
pump U.S. oil.
As Frank noted,
there were
several reasons
to get involved.
Texaco was a
strategic investor in ECD (Energy Conversion Devices).  “We owned 20 % of ECD.
We had heard a lot of very good comments on the products being produced from
Uni-Solar, and while we were not a direct investor in Uni-Solar, we believed that
they had the best product out there which we could use in a test of the (photovoltaics)
technology.  It was also brought to our attention that the State of California was
offering some fiscal subsidies.   Armed with these initial facts, my team at Texaco
contacted the U.S. Producing Department in Texaco and  worked with the production
engineers in Bakersfield; as a result, we came up with this (SolarMine)  project.  We
put together an investment proposal; and according to our analysis, this (the
SolarMine Project) would provide a positive return on the investment that would
be made.  We approved the investment and started carrying out the work.”

Cover Photo - This aerial photo shows the SolarMine Project at the ChevronTexaco’s Midway Sunset Oil Field in California,
which delivers clean energy for drilling oil. The 500 kWp SolarMine project in Fellows, California is currently operated by
ChevronTexaco. The power plant consists of UNI-SOLARR’s SSR-128 modules with Xantrex 300 kiloWatt and Xantrex  225
kiloWatt inverters.  Installed in 2002, the modules have produced an energy yield of 1700 kWh/kWp (Ed. note: Probably the
number of kWh produced annually divided by the peak power delivered).  One year after installation the measured peak power
was 528 kWac. (Photo is courtesy of Chevron Texaco with special  thanks to Gregory Hardy and Hermann Ng.)+

SolarMine - An energy saving project pumping U.S. oil
by Shirley Georgi

Hermann Ng, ChevronTexaco field engineer, and Shirley
Georgi, BD editor, discuss the Solarmine Project under the
back side (shade) of the solar panels which angle to a height of
ten feet . The simplicity of the panel interconnects is seen in
the wiring above Shirley’s head.   +
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Frank added that he felt the project also
had another enhanced  benefit.  “I
viewed the Project as a responsible
investment to show our customers, and
the investing public, that we were
serious about clean energy!”

Frank retired while SolarMine was being
completed.  But, he has kept track of its
progress and feels very positive about
the results.  In  reflecting on the Project
that he approved, he commented,   “I
understand that the ‘post-investment’
analysis, in fact, showed that is was a
good investment.”

Work Begins

In 2001, United Solar Systems, a joint
venture between Energy Conversion
Devices (ECD) and N.V. Bekaert S.A.,
and Texaco signed the agreement to
design and install a photovoltaic system for Texaco in California. The installation was to be completed in a period of 18 months

and the first phase was to provide a
photovoltaic (PV) system capable of
generating 400 kiloWatts of power to
be used by Texaco in their oil fields.
Since that date, Texaco and Chevron
have merged to form ChevronTexaco,
but the project continued as
scheduled. (ChevronTexaco
continues to own 20% of ECD stock.)

Dr. Dick Blieden,  Director at Uni-Solar
Ovonic,  recalled how the project’s
first scheduled meeting on
September 12th, 2001 was darkened
by the events of  September 11th.
Since all aircraft was grounded , the
meeting could  not take place.  But,
those involved were determined that

Stanford Ovshinsky, the man behind amorphous PV...

Stanford Stands for Stamina
by Donald Georgi

When the Webmaster of this publication was a tot, he would initiate
a LEGOs building session by taking his entire box of individual
pieces, dump them in a single pile on the floor and ponder it
pensively to determine the goal for the day.  Similarly, in writing
a summary of Stanford Ovshinsky,  the founder of Energy
Conversion Devices (ECD), one might follow a similar pattern of
dumping all the salient features, accomplishments, and ups and
downs of the man on the table. Initially, there would be a huge
pile of pieces in the puzzle, possibly too confusing to fit together
into a big picture. Nevertheless, we will try to piece them together!

Stamina

The repeating feature which emerges from Mr. Ovshinsky’s many
efforts is his stamina. From his early 30’s, Mr. Ovshinsky has
focused on the field of amorphous materials and metal hydrides,
sometimes developed with limited success. But, his continual
perseverance and stamina have carried him to a position of
renown. He has successfully contributed to technologies which
improve the quality of life and leave a cleaner planet in doing so.
The path has not been easy because Mr. Ovshinsky’s

The first  of the 4,800
flexible solar panels, about
1.3 feet wide by 18 feet long,
is shown being  mounted on
simple metal frames that
resemble car ports.   The
a m o r p h o u s - s i l i c o n
technology based panels
can withstand direct impact
and puncture without
compromising their ability
to generate power. (Photo is
courtesy of ChevronTexaco
with special thanks to
Gregory Hardy and
Hermann Ng.) +
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SolarMine would get underway, and all those involved
rescheduled, booked airline flights  and met on September 19th to
launch the project.

The cost of the project, excluding the land, was $4.86 million.
With a California Energy Commission (CEC) Emerging Renewable
Buydown Program offering a rebate of  $2.43 million, the cost to
ChevronTexaco was cut by 50 percent.

Celebrating Success

On December 18, 2002, the system was completed and checked

out;  the power was turned on.  As Dick Bleiden recalls, it was a
week with very high winds, but the panels had been well constructed,
and weather conditions did not affect performance in any way.

The first-of-its kind installation is producing baseload energy to
operate oil well pumping units in an environmentally friendly way.
At the time of the completion, Jim Davis, president of Chevron
Energy Solutions which provided technical assistance and training
for the project, said the project would give “valuable experience in
the design and development of photovoltaic systems for the
businesses and  institutions  we serve.”  Stanford Ovshinsky,
chairman and CEO of United Solar and President and CEO of ECD
had positive remarks, too.  “The completion of this project is an

developments have not blossomed easily and the monetary
returns to provide continuation of  funding for new progress
have not always appeared. However, the Ovshinsky aura has
flourished over the last half century primarily because of his
alternative contributions most visible in the field of amorphous
materials and metal hydrides.

Semiconductor Electronics

As electronic technology converted from vacuum tubes to
semiconductors in the 1950’s, practically all the growth
employed crystalline structures. Although complex, these
materials were rigorously understandable so that the path from
discrete transistors could move to higher density integrated
circuits. At that time, improvements in crystalline
semiconductor fabrication happened so rapidly that the Director
of R & D at Fairchild Semiconductor, Gordon MooreA, made a
statement in a 1965 paper which predicted that the number of
transistors on a chip had been and would continue to double
annually. Years later, Carver Mead, a  pioneer in the
development of the MOSFET,  coined Moore’s observation as
‘Moore’s Law’ leading to all sorts of perceptual problems such

as the ‘law’ now slowing down to doubling only every two years. It
has also caused ‘pundits’ to expect the law to apply to other fields
such as batteries which should have energy density doubling in
similar time frames.

Amorphous vs. Crystalline

Crystalline semiconductor fabrication is not something one does
on their home stove on weekends. Very complicated and very
expensive equipment and processes are required to produce
semiconductors. As both the field and the processes developed,
the complexity gave Mr. Ovshinsky reason to pursue amorphous
technology as both a better and cheaper way to make
semiconductors.

The conventional crystalline semiconductor begins with growing
silicon crystals which are cooled slowly. Crystals have small
numbers of atoms arranged in an orderly patternB. Ingots of single
large crystal pure silicon are grown in a vacuum, then sliced and
further processed to build the final transistor array.

Conversly, the atoms of an amorphous structure are arranged in a

When the solar panels were installed, special consideration was
given to the environmental protection of the land.  Thus, a holding
pond for water was constructed.  (Photo is courtesy of
ChevronTexaco Corporation.  Special thanks to Gregory Hardy
and Hermann Ng.) +

The solar-powered system is made up of 4800 Uni-Solar PVL-
128 photovoltaic modules installed on south facing racks.  (Photo
is courtesy of ChevronTexaco Corporation.  Special thanks to
Gregory Hardy and Hermann Ng.) +
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important milestone in the development of thin-film solar energy
solutions.”

Highlighting Benefits of Solarmine

Costs - To date, energy savings, by not having to use the grid
full time, have been $83,000/yr. @ $0.063/kWh.

Emissions - With solar energy production being totally

There are 4800 individuals modules with 12 modules per string wired in series.  The 400  strings are wired in parallel. (Photo
is courtesy of ChevronTexaco Corporation.  Special thanks to Gregory Hardy and Hermann Ng.)  +

random array rather than an orderly pattern. To get the same
melted silicon to form amorphously, it is cooled quickly,
producing a noncrystalline structure. Window glass is a good
example of  amorphus structure. The structure arguably could
lead to fabrication technology which would allow greater sizes
to be produced at lower costs. This concept was proven correct
by Mr. Ovshinsky over the years.

Developing the Amorphous Technology

The amorphous semiconductor concept was to be researched
and developed in Mr. Ovshinsky’s company, Energy
Conversion Devices, formed in 1960 with his wife Iris. They
funded the comapny with money from Stanford’s inventions.
The capital requirements for this pursuit caused the business
plan to change to a public company in 1964. He now had other
people’s money to assist him in the quest. He also was able to
attract many highly skilled people to contribute to this exciting

pursuit of technology which differed from the mainstream of
current thiinking.  By 1968, the company was able to announce
its first amorphous switch relying on his personally coined
principle “Ovonics”, a name which has since been extended to
divisions of ECD.

In the late ‘60s, Ovshinsky’s amorphous silicon challenged
crystalline, but the direction of the technology was to favor
crystalline. First, crystalline was already robustly established
and, as previously mentioned, was rigorously understood to
allow for continued technological growth. The second
technological force which was to help crystalline was that the
direction of semiconductors, which packed an ever increasing
number of transistors in an ever shrinking space. The fabrication
need was not for greater area, but for greater density in a modestly
increased area, with the ability to manipulate ever smaller-sized
elements. As the rest of the century unfolded, the desirability
for crystalline semiconductors expanded, instead of amorphous
technology.
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environmentally friendly, 850 tons/yr. of carbon dioxide and
1950 lb./yr of NOx are avoided.

Maintenance -  In reviewing system performance to this point,
operations have been very smooth.  Hermann Ng said that he
has totally turned the daily operations over to maintenance
because there is no need for any engineering troubleshooting.
He also commented that the panels did not even need to be
cleaned since the rainfall has been sufficient to wash off  dust
or dirt.

Performance - The output of the solar panels have responded
as initially defined.  As sunlight begins to appear, the panels

begin their output at 80 kW, but by 12:15 PM, they reach their
peak at about 500kW.  About 2 PM when the BD editors were
visiting,  the display continually changed as the number of
Watts of electricity were being recorded.  Glancing at the screen,
the display registered 420 kiloWatts but a few seconds later the
number jumped to 430 kiloWatts.  The automated tracking data
base provides a base for  a real time   data collection for those
evaluating the performance of SolarMine.

The technology

History -Thirty years ago researchers realized that amorphous
silicon could be used in PV devices by properly controlling

The schematic shows how strings of PV panels are combined in series to provide 396 Volts dc which is then converted to 600
Volt ac in the inverter. Isolation transformers first step up the ac to 480 Volts which, in a second transformer, is stepped up

to the 12 kV grid distribution line  Voltage. Doubly redundant disconnects isolate the PV field from the grid. (Photo is
courtesy of ChevronTexaco Corporation.  Special thanks to Gregory Hardy and Hermann Ng.) +

Amorphous PV

Photovoltaics (PV) also entered the arena after WWII as a
technology which would use the newly developing crystalline
semiconductor process since the basic structure of PV was a
semiconductor diode. Unfortunately for PV and crystalline
fabrication, PV did not thrive on getting smaller and smaller
diodes in smaller packages. With PV, the area of sunlight
capture is directly related to the amount of power produced,
and the first solid applications,
orbiting satellites, required large
panels of PV to generate enough
electricity to both operate the
systems and charge the
batteries. Because of this area
requirement, crystalline PV  had
a problem of material and
fabrication cost, since so many
single crystal cells have to be
connected together to form a
high power array.

In 1966, Yoshihero HamakawaC

of Osaka University discovered
amorphous silicon photovoltaic
cells, but the Japanese did not
pick up on the idea. Rather, RCA

continued to pursue the technology, applying for patents and
presenting its work at the 1976 IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference. After that time, Solarex bought the RCA amorphous
silicon R &D operation.

Again amorphous technology continued to devleop because
of the Ovshinsky stamina. Amorphous structures had not won
a significant role in transistor technology, but it just barely
remained relevant by finding application to large surface areas

Amorphous solids, like
common glass, are materials
whose atoms are not
arranged in any particular
order.

Amorphous silicon has
random structural
characteristics with
”dangling bonds” where
atoms lack a neighbor to
which they can bond.
However, amorphous silicon

can be deposited so that it contains a small amount of hydrogen. The result is that the
hydrogen atoms combine chemically with many of the dangling bonds, essentially
removing them and permitting electrons to move through the material. (Photo is courtesy
of http://www.eere.energy/gov/solar/silicon.html  +
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conditions under which it is deposited and by carefully modifying
its composition.

Amorphous silicon absorbs solar radiation 40 times more efficiently
when compared to single-crystal silicone, so a film only about 1
millionth of a meter thick can absorb 90% of the usable light energy.

The amorphous silicon (a-Si) cells - Using proprietary- thin-film,
vapor-deposited a-Si alloy materials, Uni-Solar Ovonic has
developed proprietary technology to reduce the materials cost in a
solar cell.  Because a-Si absorbs light more efficiently than its
crystalline counterpart, the a-Si solar cell thickness can be 100

times less, thereby reducing materials cost.

Amorphous cells with different light absorption properties also
can be deposited continuously, one on top of another, to
capture the broad  solar spectrum.  Thus,  the energy conversion
efficiency of the multi-cell device increases and  performance
stability improves.

Amorphous silicon has other advantages.  It can be produced
at lower  temperature and can be deposited on low-cost
substrates such as plastic, glass and metal.

Manufacturing with the continuous roll-to-roll deposition
process - The technology is propriety to Uni-Solar Ovonic

pursuits, and he had an opportunity to expand his concepts for
useage in PV in the ‘70s when oil embargoes from the Middle East
demonstrated the U.S. energy weakness because of the instability
of foreign governments. PV was one of the new energy sources,
imported directly to the U.S. from the sun. In addition there was the

growing need for environmentally clean fuel. Oil
carries a nasty carbon atom which upon
combustion is converted into excess carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide and cancer producing
particulates. Pure sunlight with PV electrolyzes
water directly into hydrogen fuel  without  messy
carbon-oxygen interactions. Then too, useful oil in
the ground will only be around for less than a
hundred years, wheras sunlight is projected to be
available for a few billion years.

The jewel in the amorphous concept for PV was its
characteristic of lending itself to a manufacture in
large areas, leading to cost effective continuous
fabrication processes in which  PV material could

This block structure contains all of the conversion equipment
needed for dc power to be converted to ac power.  Here, power is
also stepped up to feed the oil field distribution system. Since
there is no battery backup or storage, connect from the grid at
sundown and disconnect from the grid during sunrise is also
seemlessly done via automation in this building.  (Photo is
courtesy of ChevronTexaco Corporation. Special thanks to
Gregory Hardy and Hermann Ng.) +

in copy machines and rewritable materials on CDs. Although ECD
licensed its patents to the companies to create amorphous
semiconductor products, the financial success did not blossom.

But, Ovshinsky knew amorphous technology from his transistor

Inside the conversion building, BD Editor Shirley Georgi is
told by Hermann Ng, guide and on-site facilities engineer,  that
the dc power from the modules is converted to ac power and
stepped up to 12,000 Volts for feeding the oilfield power
distribution system.  All power is delivered to the grid.  There is
no battery backup since all PV power is used immediately on
the grid.  +

A typical triple
junction silicon solar
cell is composed of
three semiconductor
layers stacked on top of
each other.  The bottom
cell absorbs the red
light while the middle
cell absorbs middle
frequency light and the
upper layer, the blue
part of the spectrum

(Photo is courtesy of http.//:www.eere.energy/gov/solar/silicon.html  +
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with ECD pioneering and
developing the process.  With
this unique approach,
amorphous cells with different
light absorption properties can
be deposited continuously, one
on top of another, to capture the
broad solar spectrum more
effectively.  Using an automated
solar manufacturing machine, a
roll of flexible stainless steel, 1/
2 mile long and 14 inches wide,
sequentially deposits nine thin-
film layers of a-Si alloy in a high
yield, making a continuous,
stacked three-cell structure .

Believing in the technology,
N.V. Berkaert S.A., in its joint
venture with ECD (United Solar
Systems Corp.)  built a new
manufacturing facility in Auburn
Hills, Michigan in 2002.  Bekaert,
which has since exited from the
venture in May 2003,  spent $96
million building the thin-film
factory. A new  $55 million thin-
film solar cell manufacturing
machine and related assembly
equipment were also installed.
Energy Conversion Devices
designed and built the new
machine which is capable  of

producing nine miles of
solar cells in three days’
time. The  factory has a
capacity to produce enough
film to generate 30
megaWatts of power per
year.  In an interview with
Johnathan Fahley of
Forbes, published 11/24/03,
Mr. Ovshinsky declared
that the technology ready
for commercialization in
1978...will be profitable by
2005.

C o m m e r c i a l i z i n g
photovoltaics - still an uphill
climb

According to the Solar
Energy Industries
Association’s  (SEIA)
Executive Director, Glenn
Hamer, solar electric
production in the U.S.
dipped last year (2003).  In
testimony submitted  to the
U.S. House Appropriations
Committee Energy and
Water Subcommittee in early
April 2004, he said that SEIA
is requesting  $100 million for

be deposited on a continuous roll of inert sub plate and then
sliced into sheets such as those seen in the photos of the
SolarMine facility. The continuous sheet has many
advantages.

The first is cost improvement by limiting the number of
interconnects needed per square foot. If one examines a
crstalline aerospace PV panel, a myriad of small cells are seen
interconnected by hand or machine. Not only are these
interconnected cells expensive, but they also add a reliability
problem due to cracking or breaking. Once the cell connection
is broken, and the string containing the cell is no longer able
to contribute to panel operation. However, in the continuous
sheet, there are no minuscule interconnects, and the finished
sheet is mechanically robust. If it is pierced by a foreign object,
the panel can continue to function.

The next advantage is its large single cell area. Such a cell has
high current, but low Voltage. In crystalline  PV, many small
cells must be connected in parallel to obtain higher current.

By having the amorphous cell built, on a structurally
economical and rigid substrate, the balance of plant (BOP)

expenses of mounting and connecting such panels are reduced.
Note the simple ruggedness of the supports in the SolarMine
photos.

Business and Technical Challenges

One of the first limitations of amorphous PV materials is its
limited efficiency in converting sunlight into electricity. Early
on, the amorphous PV efficiency was in the 6% ballpark, while
commercial crystalline operated at double that efficiency. This
meant that despite the economies of manufacturability, the
amorphous material had to overcome a 50% shortcoming in
dollars per Watt. As new ways of  increasing efficiency are
found such as triple layer devices which capture greater
amounts of solar energy in each sandwiched layer, the
amorphous PV efficiency has increased so that lab versions
are now operating at 13% efficiency. This higher efficiency
should be made available to commercial production. Of course,
the competetion, crystalline PV, has also increased efficiency
with multilayer construction and points to a possible 39%
efficiency at an unknown cost. Amorphous silicon has one
more challenge; the popular amorphous hydrogenated
alpha silicon PV materials suffer from the “Staebler-
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Performance data is continually being monitored. Average
monthly data in 2003 averaged over 500 kilowatts, peak.
(Photo is courtesy of ChevronTexaco with special thanks to
Gregory Hardy and Hermann Ng.) +
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the solar electric (photovoltaics) program.  He said funding has
helped to bring down manufacturing costs, but more needs to be
done.  Mr. Hamer noted the track record of solar manufacturing in
the past 10 years  and said the prices have dropped by half.   In
reviewing the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) goal of
generating solar electric for $.06/kWh by 2020, he noted that
research funding must increase to accomplish the goal.

Other countries in Europe and Japan are gaining in solar
production; Mr. Hamer stated that production abroad was up 50%
in just one year. He stated, “As Americans face growing concern
over the outsourcing of their jobs, a booming solar industry is
increasing and developing aboard.  The opportunity to participate
in world-class research programs is one of the principal
considerations for companies when deciding where to locate
manufacturing.  Congress should invest in a strong solar R&D
budget to promote America as a home for this growth industry.”

State support is important, too.  In California, a state which has
supported solar/PV energy systems, the amount of funding  has
been scaled down for the California Renewable Program  Rebates.
Effective January 1, 2004, the rates are $3.20 per Watt for
photovoltaic systems less than 30 kiloWatts. (The initial incentive
was $4.00 per Watt for PV.)  As of January 2004, The California
Energy Commission stated that  the pilot performance-based
program for PV systems 30 kW or greater was not being proposed.
The Energy Commission expects to develop this program at a later
date. A total of $10 million is being reserved for this purpose.

Wronski” effect which is a continual time based degradation
of electrical properties, poor performance in the red portion
of the spectrum, and low hole mobility limit amorphous pv
efficiencyD.

Ovshinsky pursued the amorphous PV in the early ‘70s and
between 1976 and 2003 had used his stamina to attract $290
million for PV development. For ECD, this battle between
amorphous and crystalline for market acceptance and
dominance is more sophisticated than just efficiency or dollars
per Watt when considering both balance of plant costs,
maintenance costs and lifetime. The proof of the elimination
of light induced cell degradation and poor manufacturing
yield will be displayed not just in the laboratory, but in final
costs and long term performance in PV fields and rooftops. If
one type of PV material costs significantly more to install, or
maintain, or drops original output too steeply over the years,
the total cost may favor other PV types. Installations such as
SolarMine at the ChevronTexaco field will provide real world
data for amorphous PV.

Metal Hydride Batteries

The other half of the Ovshinsky stamina has been applied to
metal hydrides. The names of Ovshinsky, Ovonics, ECD and
Nickel-metal hydride batteries continually intertwine. This
did not come easily.

Celebrating successes

At Uni-Solar Ovonic - The company continues its efforts to
provide new sites with its thin-film amorphous silicon based PV
generation. During the first quarter of 2004, the company
received two orders from Germany.

Germany is a good area to market PV.  The German Solar Industry
Association (BSi) expects a growth rate well above 50% for this
year.  As Dick Bleiden emphasized, the German government is
supporting solar.  The trigger for the surge in demand in the
German photovoltaic market is the new feed-in-regulation, which
provides high payback rates for solar energy.  “We are expecting
photovoltaic sales of more than 1 Billion Euros and new capacities
over 200 MWp for 2004,” said Gerhard Stryi-Hipp, Managing
Director of the BSi.

The order from Germany  received in March by Uni-Solar Ovonic
is for a large system.  The initial order is for  1.25 MW of
photovoltaic panels from  Sunset Energietechnik GmbH.  Sunset
has also signed a letter of intention to purchase 5 MW of UNI-
SOLARR products over the next 12 months. The UNI-SOLARR

products will be used for on-grid systems on large roofs.

Also, in March, Uni-Solar Ovonic was awarded a contract by
Lockheed Martin to develop and deliver solar cells on polymer
substrates. These solar cells will be used by Lockheed Martin in

A separate factor sneaks in to support amorphous PV which
surprisingly has nothing to do with economics, but everything
to do with aesthetics. The amorphous fabrication substrate
can be adjusted to produce attractive appearing PV sheets which
look like roof shingles and are flexible enough to be handled
similarly. In appearance, to the casual observer, the amorphous
PV roof may be undetectable from a regular roof   a factor
which has already been instrumental in the choice of
amorphous in some installations. +
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The catalysts for the creation of Nickel-metal hydride
chemistry are most likely the Nickel-cadmium and Nickel-
hydrogen batteries. Nickel-cadmium has a long and
satisfactory development from pocket plate to sintered
construction  in the Twentieth Century, providing popular
rechargeable performance in everything from space vehicles
to portable tools. In the last part of the 20th Century, Nickel-
hydrogen provided such excellent performance that it
continues to dominate space vehicle battery selection to
this day. The Nickel-hydrogen with its positive electrode
construction of nickel hydroxide is also found in the Nickel-
cadmium cell, but the cadmium anode material is replaced
with gaseous hydrogen which is oxidized to water by the
OH-  ion during discharge. The choice of hydrogen gas
necessitates a costly pressure vessel for the construction.
(Unfortunately, due to language understanding limitations,
many Nickel-metal hydride batteries are often confusedly
referred to by Asian sources as Nickel-hydrogen batteries.)

If the hudrogen of a Nickel-hydrogen battery could be stored
in another form, the pressure enclosure requirement would
be reduced or removed. That is exactly what the Nickel-
metal hydride battery offers. Storing the hydrogen in a metal
hydride, which on discharge is oxidized to the metal and
water, produces electrons. On recharge, the hydrogen in the
water combines with the metal so that pressure does not
build and the enclosure does not require extensive pressure
handling ability. An added advantage of the hydride is that
the metal hydride has a higher energy density than the
cadmium electrode which results in a higher capacity and

longer service life than the Nickel-cadmium battery.
Through the 1980s, Mr. Ovshinsky and his team at ECD
repeatedly improved the constituents of the hydrogen
absorbing hydride, a challenging task considering the range
of alloys from rare earths to titanium/zirconium substitutes.
Finding the right combination of electrical properties and
manufacturability has been an ongoing challenge which has
stretched ECD’s monetary resources so that maximum
profitability never has been achieved. Still the metal hydrides
have been constantly improved by ECD to provide higher
storage density and lower costs in Nickel-metal hydride
electrical characteristics. Reduced costs provide the consumer
with an excellent performing, reasonably priced product.

The Killer Market

Unfortunately, the big payoff, the electric vehicle mandated by
the California Air Resources Board  in the 1990s, never could
achieve the range and cost requirements, so the market never
materialized. Taking its place however is the hybrid vehicle
which, if widely accepted, would provide a giant new market
for rechargeable batteries. Nickel-metal hydride is both the
current battery of choice and could extend its position as the
market expands. Costs in producing both Nickel-metal hydride
batteries and others such as Lithium-ion still limit their
implementation, opening the door to alternatives such as fuel
cells with hydrogen storage tanks. Still, hybrids which replace
the  internal combustion engine with a fuel cell still might find
better overall performance with a hybrid configuration which
may use a Nickel-metal hydride battery.

Phase 2 of the High Altitude Airship program, awarded
by the Missile Defense Agency.  The airship, 150 feet
in diameter by 500 feel in length, will be controlled by
four electrically powered, vectored propulsion pods
and powered by a solar regenerative battery-based
power system with thin-film photovoltaics on the hull
surface.

At ChevronTexaco - It is not known if the company
will be installing more photovoltaic panels at
SolarMine.  But, they are tracking the Project’s data.
An extensive data monitoring system, utilizing a
wireless ethernet system, is capturing load information
and is evaluating the system’s performance.  This
system is providing daily monitoring and
troubleshooting for local operating personnel as well
as longer term data monitoring and analysis from
remote locations.  To date, as Hermann Ng mentioned
several times, “...the system is operating without any
hitches.”  Such positive remarks are truly a celebration
for PV, especially for thin-film, amorphous silicon.

BD Note: The question may arise from some readers
as to why we would cover a story which made its
debut in December 2002.  The editors feel that there

The first of two levels of automatic disconnect resides in the panels in the
left side of the array.  The relatively large amount of electrical equipment
required for consolidation, conversion and safety makes up a significant
part of the PV system. Whether amorphous, crystalline, or any other
distributed source, the electrical equipment is necessary.+
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Metal hydrides for Storage

More of Stanford’s stamina continues onward as he looks at
giant markets evolving which could utilize his knowledge and
development expertise with metal hydrides. There is a big quest
for hydrogen powered electronic devices and transportation, for
which the fuel cell is a natural contender. In the pursuit of fuel
cells to power portable electronics, methanol fuel is getting the
highest amount of interest, but metal hydrides could find success
in hydrogen storage.

In transportation, metal hydrides could be a major storage
containment method for the hydrogen fuel. Early fuel cell powered
autos used reformers to operate with gasoline, natural gas or
some form of hydrocarbon fuel, but there are long term reasons
for not continuing to pursue this approach. First, on board
reforming is very complex, very expensive and very unreliable for
the life needed in an automobile. Other reasons for not wanting
gasoline or natural gas on board relate to the declining availability
of oil and natural gas with escalating costs putting greater pressure
on the national balance of payments. The carbon based emissions
also continue to be a part of refromed fuel.

At this time in anticipation of a hydrogen economy, most
transportation prototypes use pure hydrogen as the fuel which,
if produced from PV or other renewables, can stop the air pollution
emitted by vehicles. Hydrogen can either be stored as a gas
under great pressureG, or in novel ways.

Storing compressed hydrogen gas is not cheap. It takes about
30% of the heat value in the hydrogen stored to compress it to
5000 psia.  The Ovshinsky alternative is to store the hydrogen in
a metal hydride where the metal is an alloy of many metals. There
are other hydride mixes which utilize lithium, or borohydratesH.

Residing quietly at the base of
the center pole is the second
level of safety disconnect for
the PV field. Each day until the
operating parameters are
sufficient to send PV power to
the grid, the PV field remains
disconnected. In case of PV
filed faults, the disconnects
separate the PV field from the
grid, and if the grid goes down,
the PV power is cutoff to keep
dangerous Voltage from the
grid line (anti-islanding) so
that accidental shock cannot be
delivered to either service
people or the general public. +

is often too much emphasis  in the press on “ribbon-cutting”
events  and valuable projects such as Solarmine are too soon
forgotten.  It is important to note that such environmentally friendly
projects  are operating   successfully.  Hopefully, such stories, as

ours, will be an
impetus for
photovoltaics to
grow in strength for
it truly is one of the
only answers which
can  create the power
that we need  with no
trade-offs in polluted
air. Also, the lessons
to be learned form
long term use of
amorphous PV will
continue to play out
in the following
years at Solarmine.
As this technology
progresses, the
e n e r g y

independence of the country and the enhanced cleanliness of
the environment will be among the biggest improvements in
quality of life. We also extend a special thanks to Frank Ingraselli
of Global Venture Investments LLC for initiating interest in the
SolarMine Project and providing BD with contacts.         BD

By comparison, the total energy to store and recover hydrogen
in  a metal hydride system is about 12.5%. Storage pressures are
reduced to 400 psia. There are many factors which need to be
resolved relating to fueling, temperature of operation and, of
course, costs. With the decades of experience ECD has amassed
in pursuing battery improvements, they are poised to understand
the opportunities for metal hydrides for on board vehicle storage.

The Pioneering Spirit

The Stanford stamina continues to be displayed in these
tenacious pursuits as he enters his octogenarian years. He
continues to show his unwavering belief in being able to
contribute new technology, methods and products to make the
world a cleaner place to live. The efforts which he, his wife and
his business associates have applied to amorphous materials
and metal-hydrides are a part of the continuing pioneering
attitude of this great nation.

Reference
A.  Moore’s Law, IEEE Spectrum,  December 2003, pp. 32-35
B. What is a crystalline material? http://mrsec.wisc.edu/edetc/
amorphous/
C. Practical Photovoltaics, Komp, Richard, 1995, p.42
D. Amorphous and Thin-film Silicon, Nelson, et. al. NCPV and
Solar Program Review Meeting 2003, p.1.
E Handbook of Batteries, Linden & Reddy, Third Edition, p. 29.1
F. Using Metal Hydride to Store Hydrogen, http://www.osti.gov/
bridge
G. 10,00 PSI Milestone for Transportation Fuel Cells, Batteries
Digest Newsletter,  Issue 69, pp2-3
H. Sodium Boro-Hydride for Safer Fuel Cells, Batteries Digest
Newsletter, Issue 71, pp 2-3 BD
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Batteries/ Nanotechnology

Ener1 forms new subsidiary, NanoEner, Inc.  to develop new
market and applications for Ener1’s proprietary technologies to
manufacture nanomaterials.  Ener1 currently uses its
nanomaterials manufacturing technologies in the development of
nanomaterials for lithium batteries and other high energy storage
devices.  The National Science Foundation estimates that the
nanotechnology  market will reach $1 trillion by 2015.

Batteries/Lithium-ion

Hitachi and Shin-Kobe Electric Machinery Company consider

joint venture to market, develop and manufacture  Lithium-ion
batteries  for HEVs (Hybrid Electric Vehicles). The two companies
formed the world’s first group to mass produce a Lithium-ion battery
for electric scooters.

Batteries/Lithium/Lithium Materials

Saga University’s Institute of Ocean Energy extracts small
amounts of lithium from seawater.  Although other laboratories
have worked with this process, they have not pursued
commercialization because of  low concentrations (about 0.1 to 0.3
mg/1.0 liter).  However,   at Saga University, the researchers   hope
to commercialize the process.  Using a device containing specially

Batteries/Lithium
Structure of Thin-Film Lithium Microbatteries

To add the battery on to an integrated electronic circuit or a
MEMS device or sensor could make the device totally self
contained. A method for placing thin film cathode materials
with magnetron sputtering has been developed to reduce
process temperatures from 700 0C to 300 OC. After sputtering of
active materials and electrolyte placements, lithium metal anodes
are evaporated onto the device. The method is described in
Patent # 6,558,836.

NASA Tech Briefs, March 2004
*

Batteries/Hybrid
U.S. Military Goes for Hybrid Vehicles

The Marine Corps is developing a four ton  armored truck, the
RST-V, which will be powered by a diesel engine and a 20 kWhr
Lithium-ion battery pack.

IEEE Spectrum, March, 2004, pp 22-25
*

Batteries/Rechargeable
*

Portable Battery-Powered Pocket Refrigerator for Insulin

A pocket sized cooling chamber for maintaining diabetic insulin
in a cool state while traveling has been produced by Olaf Diegel,
of Massey University, New Zeland. The rechargeable video-cam
type battery operates the ‘TravelMate’ for between 4-12 hours.
Cooling is performed by a 5 W solid state Peltier device.

NASA Tech Briefs, April 2004, p. 20
*

Fuel Cells/PEM
*

Micro-Tubular Fuel Cells
A micro sized version of a tubular PEM fuel cell is proposed, and
because of the small size, it could produce from ten to 60 times
the power density of plate and frame PEM fuel cells which
nominally produce 0.1 W/g and 0.1 kW/L.

NASA Tech Briefs, April 2004, pp. 41-42
*

Miscellaneous/Nano Technology
*

Nano Research Receives Mega Finding
To consolidate and coordinate research efforts in the field of
nanotechnology, the National Science Foundation (NSF) and
the Semiconductor Research Corp. (SRC) have formed a
partnership to solicit, manage and fund university nanoelectronic
research projects. They will follow  a program called the
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors. The
NSF is putting up $4 million in awards in its 2004 Nanoscale
Science and Engineering Competition which will be coordinated
with the SRC’s university research program. The SRC anticipates
spending $40 million in university research in 2004. The NSF
awards over $200 million in professional and service contracts
each year.

Electronic Design, March 15, 2004, p 25
BD

P o r ta ls
To What others are Saying

BATTERIES
ELECTRONICS
ENVIRONMENT
FLYWHEELS
FUEL CELLS
SOLAR CELLS
SUPERCAPACITORS

World News
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processed manganese-dioxide
crystals to absorb the lithium in the
seawater, the researchers  have
extracted about 30 grams of lithium
chloride from 140,000 liters of
seawater in a month.  The extracted
lithium chloride has about 90
percent purity.

Batteries/Miscellaneous

NEC Corp. develops battery which
stores power in a special resin and
can be recharged in 30 seconds.
Referred to as a organic radical
battery, it can be recharged to the
same level of power as that stored
in Nickel-metal-hydride so that it
can allow the user  of a portable
device such as an MD player 80
hours of continuous operation.
The battery can also be
discharged in a short time, making
it useful in applications requiring
a large amount of power. NEC is
initially interested in
commercializing the technology for
using the battery as an emergency
power source for computers.

Batteries/Recycling

In April 2004, The European
Parliament voted in favor of a 50%
collection target for portable
batteries for recycling.  The
Environment Committee said the
targets should be linked to national
batteries sales rather than 160
grams per person per year as stated earlier.

Fuel cells/Automotive

California’s South Coast Air Quality Management District
(SCAQMD) will spend more than $4 million to make 35 Toyota
Prius gasoline/electric hybrid cars capable of operating on
hydrogen. The vehicles will be purchased by the cities of Burbank,
Ontario, Riverside, Santa Ana and Santa Monica - all in the greater
Los Angeles area.  The Department of Defense’s National
Automotive Center (NAC) is also expected to purchase five of the
cars for a development of advanced hydrogen fuel systems for the
vehicles.

Fuel cells/Government

The U.S. Department of Defense issues pre-solicitation notice on
Climate Change Fuel Cell Grant Program.  The program provides

Miscellaneous/Automotive/Hybrids

In 2006, Toyota will be introducing a hybrid Camry with sales targets of 100,000 vehicles.
Honda will introduce the hybrid Accord in the US for sale in 2005.   Allied Business
Intelligence (ABI)  Analyst, Dan Benjamin says, “ Honda and Toyota are the market leaders,
as the Accord and the Camry are the dominant vehicles in the mid-sized segment.  Other
automakers will try to keep pace with their own hybrids, but those without proper development
will either be forced to license hybrid technology or try to market diesels as a competing
technology.”

Ford, is licensing technology from Toyota for its Ford hybrid Escape (SUV) to be released
this year.   Aisin AW, an auto parts maker affiliated with Toyota, will supply the motors with
transmissions and other equipment as hybrid drive systems to Ford for the new hybrid
Escape.

General Motors (GM)  has its own hybrid technology, but won’t have its full hybrid to
compete with the Japanese  until 2007.   GM continues to state that it can (note- it doesn’t
say, “will”) build as many as one million hybrid cars and trucks a year staring in 2007.

( Information in the chart is from ABI Research.) +

Hybrid projections for New Midsize Passsenger 
Vehicle Sales in the U.S. for 2006

All other midsize vehicle sales (not hybrids)

Honda and Toyota midsize hybrids (10%) 

funding of $1,000/kW of installed fuel cell capacity, or one-
third, of the total project costs.  Deadline for proposals is June
1, 2004. See the following website for additional information
http://www.eps.gov/spg/USA/COE/DACA38/52985/
SynopsisP.html

Fuel cells/Government

The U.S. Department of Energy is seeking financial assistance
applications for three categories of research projects in
support of the Hydrogen Safety, Codes and Standards Program:
Hydrogen System, Sensors, Pipeline Materials and Sensors,
and Process Plant Sensors.  Approximately $2 million per fiscal
year will be available in FY 2005 though FY 2007.  Deadline for
proposals is May 20, 2003.  See Website: https://e-
c e n t e r . d o e . g o v / l i p s / f a o p o r . n s f / U N I D /
DB2AA42EC016800A85256E4600576D38?OpenDocument.

BD
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Ask George
 about

Separators
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offerings,discover new customers...

Advertise in the
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the Web Site at:

www.BatteriesDigest.com
see the ‘Advertising’ page on the site and

call 763-479-6190

Q: If I had one variable to control
regarding physical characteristics of
a VRLA microglass separator, what
should this be?

A: Grammage of the separator is probably the key variable to
control. The grammage will control the force within the cell. The
grammage of the separator will control the inserted group
porosity of the battery. This can influence the amount of acid
and saturation level in the plates. Changes in these conditions
can lead to changes in cell performance. A reference to this can
be downloaded at http://www.tms.org/pubs/kournals/JOM/
0101/Nelson-0101.html.  This paper, The Basic Chemistry of
Gas Recombination in Lead-Acid Batteries, was authored by
Dr. Robert Nelson. It discusses reasons to support the concept
of why uniform grammage is critical. Dr. Nelson in his paper
teaches “ Electrolyte-fill volume is critical with VRLA products,
requiring an amount great enough to provide the desired
discharge capacity and saturate the separator at an 80–95%
level, yet be small enough so that the separator is not fully
saturated and free electrolyte (in capillary contact with the
separator) does not exist to any significant extent within the

cell. Small differences in fill weights from cell to-cell could cause
imbalances in top-of-charge Voltages, which is a shortcoming
of recombinant systems. It seems that the desired operating
range for recombinant cells is somewhere in between flooded
and starved, yet this area is the one where apparently
insignificant changes in cell materials and amounts can be
translated into widely different recombination behaviors”  As
can be seen from the quote from Dr. Nelson’s paper, grammage
variation will be a critical attribute. Some think that thickness
should be the controlling variable.  Thickness will not influence
the cell as much as grammage. It must be remembered that the
separator will usually be compressed from the incoming
thickness by as much as 40%. Thus, the stated thickness will
not be the inter-plate compressed thickness. The inter-plate
thickness based on the plate thickness, number of plates and
battery case dimensions is fixed. The grammage which is the
variable that influences changes in porosity among the plates
does not change. BD
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Ask Isidor About Batteries...

Q: How is the right battery chosen for wireless
applications?

Isidor Buchmann (Isidor.Buchmann@cadex.com) is the founder and CEO of Cadex
Electronics Inc., in Vancouver BC. Mr. Buchmann has a background in radio communications
and has studied the behavior of rechargeable batteries in practical, everyday applications for
two decades. Award winning author of many articles and books on batteries, Mr. Buchmann
has delivered technical papers around the world. +

Research has brought about a variety of battery chemistries,
each offering distinct advantages but none providing a fully
satisfactory solution. With today’s variety of battery types,
better choices can be made to suit specific user applications.
This paper talks about the recommended battery chemistry for
cell phones and two-way radios in terms of energy density,
durability and price.

What’s the best battery for cell phones?
Early cell phones were powered with nickel-based batteries but
most newer phones are now equipped with Lithium-ion. This
chemistry is lightweight, offers high energy density and lasts
long enough to span the typical life of the product. Lithium-ion
contains no toxic metals.

To obtain thin geometry, some cell phone manufacturers
switched to Lithium-ion-polymer. This satisfied consumer
requests for slim designs. In the meantime, technological
advancements also made low profile Lithium-ion possible.
Lithium-ion packs are now available in 3 mm, a profile that suits
most designs. Lithium-ion has the advantage of lower
manufacturing cost, better performance and longer cycle life
than the polymer version

Lithium-ion is a low maintenance battery. No periodic discharge
is needed and charging can be done at random. A random charge
means that the battery does not need to be fully depleted before
recharge. In fact, it is better to recharge before the battery gets
too low. Full discharges put an unnecessary strain on the battery.
A recharge on a partially charged battery does not cause memory
because there is none.

Charging Lithium-ion is simpler and cleaner than nickel-based
batteries but the chargers require tighter tolerances. Lithium-
ion cannot absorb overcharge and no trickle charge is applied
on full charge. This allows Lithium-ion to be kept in the chargers
until used. Some chargers apply a topping charge every week
or so to replenish the capacity lost through self-discharge while
the battery sits idle in the charger. Repeated insertion into the
charger or cradle does not damage the battery through
overcharge. If the battery is full, no charge is applied. The battery
Voltage determines the need to charge.

On the negative side, Lithium-ion gradually loses charge
acceptance as part of aging, even if not used. Lithium-ion
batteries should not be stored for long periods but be rotated
like perishable food. The buyer should be aware of the
manufacturing date when purchasing a replacement battery.
Aging affects battery chemistries at different degrees.

Counterfeit cell phone batteries
The number of substandard batteries being sold by street
vendors or on the Web is growing. Cell phone manufacturers
have issued warnings, saying that these batteries are unsafe.
Some Lithium-ion packs offered do not include a safety circuit
to shut off the power source when reaching full charge and
the battery overheats. Enough heat is generated to melt the
phone’s plastic casing and destroy the phone’s internal circuits.

Cell phone manufacturers advise customers to replace the
battery with a recommended brand. Failing to do so may void
the warranty. The problem with counterfeit cell phone batteries
has become acute since the beginning of 2003, especially in
Asia, Africa and Europe.

Most cell phone manufacturers act out of genuine concern for
safety, rather than using scare tactics to persuade customers
to buy their own accessories. They do not object to batteries
and chargers being offered by third party suppliers as long as
the products are well built and are functioning properly.

The buyer often cannot distinguish between an original and a
counterfeit cell phone battery because the labeling may hint
to a bona fide brand. Some packs are labeled to contain Lithium-
ion but contain lower cost nickel-based cells. Battery analyzers
are able to identify most counterfeit batteries.

Caution should also be exercised in purchasing counterfeit
chargers. Some units do not terminate the battery correctly or
they rely on the battery’s internal safety circuit to cut off the
power on full charge. Counterfeit batteries, and those with
damaged safety circuits, may not terminate the fast-charge.
The battery may heat to the point of venting with flame.

What’s the best battery for two-way radios?
Most two-way radios use Nickel-cadmium. These batteries
are durable and forgiving if abused. But, Nickel-cadmium
batteries have only moderate energy density and are
environmentally unfriendly. Environmental agencies have been
discouraging its use, especially in Europe. The recommended
alternative is Nickel-metal-hydride, a battery that has higher
energy density and contains no toxic metals. Nickel-metal-
hydride has been tested in two-way radios for a number of
years but the results are mixed. Shorter than expected service
life is the major drawback.

For two-way radios, Nickel-metal-hydride has a cycle life, which
is half that of standard Nickel-cadmium. Nickel-metal-hydride
prefers a moderate discharge current of 0.5C or less. A two-
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way radio, on the other hand, draws a discharge current of
about 1.5A when transmitting at 4W of power. High discharge
loads and sharp pulse currents shorten battery life.

To compare the longevity of Nickel-metal-hydride under
different load condition, a test was carried out in which batteries
of the same type were discharged with a DC and digital load. In
both tests, the batteries were discharged to 1.04 Volts per cell.
The DC load was a steady 500mA; the digital load simulated
the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) at 1.65
Ampere peak for 12 ms every 100 ms with 270 mA standby.
(Note that the GSM pulse for voice is about 550 ms every 4.5
ms.)

With the DC discharge, Nickel-metal-hydride wore out
gradually, providing an above average service life. At 700
cycles, the battery still provided 80% capacity. By contrast,
the same battery type faded more rapidly with a digital
discharge and the 80% capacity threshold was reached after
only 300 cycles. This phenomenon indicates that the kinetic
characteristics for Nickel-metal-hydride deteriorate more rapidly
with a digital than analog load. Although the test was simulating
a GSM cell phone, Tetra and other digital two-way radios have
similar loading.

Let’s briefly compare the characteristics of Nickel-cadmium
and Nickel-metal-hydride. Nickel-cadmium has the advantage
of maintaining steady high capacity and low internal resistance

through most of its service life. Nickel-metal-hydride, on the
other hand, starts with good capacity and low internal
resistance but the resistance increases after a few hundred
cycles, causing the Voltage to drop on a load. Even though the
energy may still be present, the battery cannot deliver the high
current during transmit and the message cuts off. The radio
becomes unreliable.

Nickel-based batteries are high in maintenance. Periodic
discharge cycles are needed to prevent crystalline formation
on the cell plates, also known as memory. Nickel-cadmium is
more receptive to memory than Nickel-metal-hydride because
both nickel and cadmium plates are affected by memory.

Nickel-cadmium should be exercised once ever 1 to 2 months,
whereas Nickel-metal-hydride can get by with a deliberate full
discharge once every 3 months. Without proper maintenance,
the advantage of Nickel-cadmium over Nickel-metal-hydride in
terms of cycle life cannot be realized.

Lithium-ion has been tested for two-way radios and the results
are positive. Substituting Lithium-ion for nickel-based batteries
will require chargers specifically suited for this chemistry. While
Nickel-cadmium and Nickel-metal-hydride can often share the
same charger, Lithium-ion uses a different charge algorithm.
There is also a cost premium for Lithium-ion. Future two-way
radios will undoubtedly be fitted with Lithium-ion.

BD

Toby’s column...

Kidnapped (in Acrobat Format)

What a warm sunny spring day...yawn! It makes me want to
doze off! The breeze blows puffy clouds and ... on the horizon
of the coral shore, stumping through the sand,  is the old peg
legged pirate, Long John Silver ‘imself. Avast ye furry swab,
move that worthless frame for a real sailor to pass. Who Me?
Furry yes, but not a swab (whatever that means!) Long John,
you’re drunk again and you couldn’t navigate this beach
much less the bounding main (whatever that is), says I. Aye
Tobster, but never underestimate the power of one who ‘as ‘is
sea legs even on the dry land, for ‘e can set ye on a course to
Davy Jones Locker, he exclaimed through teeth both sparse in
number and amply coated with barnacle-like scum up to the
gums. Long John, you don’t know what goes on on shore any
more than Davy Jones does, says I. That’s where yer scrapin’
shallow waters, Tob, I keeps me eye on the important stuff by
readin’ battery magazines durin’ me watches. And, none of
that pansy material in computer electronic Acrobat formats,
Nope! I takes my readin’ in a real pirate’s way in  magazines
which  I takes from their pockets after the throats of me friends
‘ave been slit clean says he!  (Isn’t that just like a pirate? He
doesn’t even pay for his own subscription!) He smiled that
merciless bad teeth grin and spat a huge wad of brownish green
crud into the sand, near enough to cause a crawly creature to
skrunch up into a protective ball.

But John, says I,  you are living in the 19th Century. If you got
BD in Acrobat form, you could use the Acrobat Find Tool

(use the binocular icon)  in the toolbar to locate all occurrences
of a particular subject of interest to you. You would not have
to flip through every page to make sure you didn’t miss an
important item.

The corners of Blackhearted
John’s mouth curled downward in
sour anger. Jim, me boy.  John, this
is my dream, I am Toby  remember?
Toby, Shmoby whatever the devil
yer name is, yer too smart fer yer
own fur,   he exclaimed as he began
to  draw the shiny steel of his blade
from its place on his tattered belt.
Smarty landlubbers,  the likes of
ye, do best when yer ‘ead is three
feet from yer neck. I could tell he
was very unhappy with me and planned to end his displeasure
with my demise. The glint of the edge of his sword flashed in
the sunbeams as he hobbled on one peg  leg and a scurvy foot
through the sand toward me.

Almost hypnotized by the gleaming  metal, I realized this was
my dream, not his, so I drew my Clint Eastwood 357 Magnum
and blew him out to the water... Bang! The report of a distant
backfire jolted me back out of slumber. Where was I? Oh yes,
safe in my own sunny yard. I had just reduced the number of
possible readers by one, but then, what were the chances of his
placing advertising with me?

\ / \ / \ / \/ \ / \ /  TOBYTOBYTOBYTOBYTOBY  
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        MEETINGS
Consult the Meetings page of  www.BatteriesDigest for more information

May
Battery Council International

116th Convention
May 2-5, 2003

Renaissance Esmeralda Hotel
Indian Wells, California

Tel: 1-312-644-6610
Fax: 1-312-321-6869

Battery  Council International sponsors an annual meeting to
promote higher standards of quality, technical and environmental
awareness in the Lead-acid battery industry worldwide. BCI’s
convention is designed to provide a forum for discussion on
the latest advances and concerns for the batteryindustry.

Phone:  312-644-6610                Fax:  312-527-6640
E-Mail:  ann_noll@sba.com

 www.batterycouncil.org
*

NESEA Tour De sol
The Great American Green Transportation Festival and

Competition
May 22-25, 2004

From Burlington, NJ to New York City, with Street Fairs in
Burlington, MA, Trenton, NJ and New York City.

www.TourdeSol.org
June

Junior Solar Spring Northeast Championship
June 13, 2004

Springfield, MA
Over 200 middle school students with model solar cars

www.nesea.org
*

 41st Power Sources Conference
June 14-17, 2004

Adam’s Mark Hotel
Philadelphia, PA

Contact Ralph Nadell at Rnadell@pcm411.com

July
SOLAR 2004

July 10-14, 2004
Portland, OR
www.ases.org

Tel: 1-303-443-3130, E Mail: ASES@ases.org

August
Energy Technology Expo & Conference

Bringing together all segments of the renewable energy
industry

August 31- September 1, 2004
Colorado Convention Center

Denver, CO
www.energytechexpo.com

September
 Electric Drive Transportation Assn. Conference & Expo.
‘Mobilizing the Market’ will provide a comprehensive and
hands-on forum for information exchange, business venture
development, and market forecasting and sales for new and

emerging battery, hybrid and fuel cell products.
September 21-23, 2004

Orlando, FL
www.edtaconference.com

November
2004 Fuel Cell Seminar

November 1-5, 2004
San Antonio, TX

Call for Abstracts due March 8, 2004
www.fuelcellseminar.com

*
NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop

Huntsville, AL
Tel: 1-256-544-3345

http://ntf-2.msfc.nasa.gov/battery/nsf

Advertise in the Batteries Digest
Newsletter and on the Web Site at:

www.BatteriesDigest.com
see the ‘Advertising’ page on the site and call 763-479-6190


